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Examination of the Mole Valley Local Plan 2020-2037 (the 
Plan/Local Plan)  

Inspectors – Ms R Barrett BSc (Hons) MSc MRTPI IHBC  
Programme Officer – Louise St John Howe  

 
 
Inspector Note 13 
 
Stage 2 Hearing Agendas 
 
 
I sent out my matters, issues and questions for examination in relation to 
the stage two hearing sessions some time ago (Inspector Note 5 dated 3 
June 2022). In light of the responses received, I have produced an agenda 
for those hearing sessions.   
 
The hearing sessions will only cover issues about which I require further 
information, having read all written submissions. I expect to go round the 
table once on each item. Rebuttals of others’ contributions are not 
encouraged and I will act to prevent the repetition of points made by 
previous speakers. However, I may myself seek further comment in the 
interests of clarification, or where there is a matter that I need to pursue 
further. 
 
 

R Barrett 
INSPECTOR 
 
22 September 2022 
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9.30am Tuesday 27 September 2022  

 
Matter 2: Housing Need and Supply 

 
 

Agenda 
 
Inspector’s opening announcements 
 
Whether the Local Plan has been positively prepared and whether it is 
justified effective and consistent with national policy in relation to its 
approach to housing. 
 
Issue 1 Calculation of Local Housing Need (LHN) 
 
1. National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 61 indicates that strategic 

policies should be informed by a LHN assessment, conducted using the 
standard method in the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), unless 
exceptional circumstances justify an alternative approach which also 
reflects current and future demographic trends and market signals1) 
NPPF 61 also requires that any needs that cannot be met within 
neighbouring authorities should be taken into account in establishing 
the amount of housing to be planned for. Does the Council’s calculation 
of housing need accord with this?  
 

2. NPPF 62 indicates that the size, type and tenure of housing needed for 
different groups should be assessed and reflected in planning policy 
and lists a number of groups, including those who require affordable 
housing, families with children, older people, students, people with 
disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes 
and people wishing to self or custom build their homes. Does the 
approach taken by the Council meet the above requirements? 

 
Issue 2 The housing requirement  
 
1. The Plan provides for a minimum of 6,000 homes in the Plan period 

(353 per year), against the LHN of 7,752 in the same period. Is the 
Plan justified in not meeting the full LHN for the District and is it 
consistent with NPPF 11b?  
 

 
2. What are the consequences of not meeting the LHN within the Housing 

Market Area (HMA) for delivering a wide choice of high-quality homes, 
	

1	1 PPG Housing and economic needs assessment para 001 Reference ID: 2a-001-20190220	
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widening opportunities for home ownership and creating sustainable, 
inclusive and mixed communities which meet the needs of different 
groups in the community?  
 

3. Have all realistic options for meeting the LHN in full been exhausted?  
 

Issue 3 The overall supply of housing  
 
1. Does the housing trajectory set out in the Plan provide a sound basis 

for meeting the identified housing need? Does it set out a supply of 
specific, deliverable sites for years 1-5 of the Plan period and specific 
developable sites or broad locations for growth for years 6-10 and, 
where possible for years 11-15 of the Plan, in accordance with NPPF 
68? 
 

2. Is the contribution towards housing supply from windfall justified? Is 
there compelling evidence that they provide a reliable source of supply 
in accordance with NPPF 71?   

 
3. In broad terms, is the housing development proposed in the Plan and 

set out in the trajectory based on a sound understanding and robust 
evidence of viability?  

 
Issue 4 Five year housing land supply  
 
1. Will the Plan provide for a five year supply of deliverable housing sites 

on adoption with specific regard to the definition of deliverable in NPPF 
annex 2?  

 
Inspector’s closing remarks 
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2.00pm Tuesday 27 September 2022  

 
Matter 2: Housing Need and Supply (continued) 

 
 
Issue 5: Housing policies H1-H5 
 
Policy H1: Housing delivery 
 
1. What is the justification for the housing requirements in relation to 

Neighbourhood Areas as set out in policy H1 4? In relation to each 
Neighbourhood Area, are the housing requirements justified by the 
evidence? 
 

2. In not setting a requirement for specialist older persons housing, would 
policy H1 be positively prepared, justified, effective and consistent with 
national policy? 

Policy H2: Development opportunity areas 
 
1. What methodology was used to identify the development opportunity 

areas and are they justified by the evidence? 
 

2. What is the justification for the minimum density of 50 dwellings per 
hectare in policy H2 3A and does it accord with NPPF 124, which sets 
out the matters that should be taken into account in achieving 
appropriate densities, including the importance of securing well 
designed, attractive and healthy places? 
 

3. In seeking to make effective use of land in accordance with NPPF 119 
and 120, is the approach to building heights as set out in Policy H2 3C 
justified by the evidence?  
 

4. In relation to building heights is the requirement in H2 3C for 
development to be no taller than one storey above prevailing storey 
height of the surrounding townscape justified by the evidence? How 
does that requirement interact with the requirements of H2 4?  

Policy H3: Affordable housing 

1. What is the justification for development sites to deliver 40% affordable 
housing and the tenure mixes set out in H3 2? Are these justified by viability 
evidence?  

2. In treating First Homes in a similar manner to other affordable housing 
products, is the Plan’s approach to viability justified by the evidence? 
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3. Should the requirements, as appropriate for a late stage viability 
review, be included within policy? 

 
Policy H4: Rural exception housing 
 
1. What is the justification for the maximum of ‘affordable housing of up 

to 20 units’ and is that threshold justified by the evidence? 
 

Policy H5: Gypsies, travellers and travelling showpeople accommodation 

1. In the absence of meeting identified needs in full, including the needs 
of travelling showpeople and those who do not meet the definition in 
the Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (PPTS), would the Plan’s 
approach be positively prepared, justified, effective and consistent with 
national policy?  

2. Is a modification required, in the interests of soundness, to accurately 
identify the distinctive requirements of travelling showpeople?  
 

Inspector’s closing remarks 
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9.30am Wednesday 28 September 2022  

 
Matter 3: Green Belt 

 
 

Agenda 
 
Inspector’s opening announcements 
 
Whether the Local Plan has been positively prepared and whether it is 
justified effective and consistent with national policy in relation to its 
approach to the District’s Green Belt. 
 

1. Was the Green Belt Assessment at both a strategic and local level 
undertaken on the basis of a clear methodology consistent with 
national planning policy generally for protecting Green Belts? Was it 
based upon appropriate criteria and is it adequate and robust? 
 

2. The approach to determine which rural settlements within the Green 
Belt are inset relies on an assessment of their contribution to 
openness of the Green Belt in accordance with NPPF 144 and their 
position in the settlement hierarchy in accordance with NPPF 142. In 
doing so, would the approach be justified by the evidence?  
 

3. The Green Belt Review identifies changes to boundaries of some 
settlements inset within the Green Belt. Does the methodology used 
and outcomes accord with NPPF 143, dealing with defining Green 
Belt boundaries?  
 

4. In terms of NPPF 142, have the proposed alterations to the Green 
Belt boundaries taken account of the need to promote sustainable 
patterns of development and are they consistent with the Local Plan 
strategy?  
 

5. Does the Plan set out ways in which the impact of removing land 
from the Green Belt can be offset through compensatory 
improvements to the environmental quality or accessibility of the 
remaining Green Belt? 
 

6. Have all realistic alternatives to releasing land from the Green Belt 
been considered, such as further development in the built up areas, 
increasing development densities or development in countryside 
beyond the Green belt? Overall, would the most efficient use of land 
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proposed for release from the Green Belt be made in accordance 
with NPPF 141?  
 

7. In overall terms, are there exceptional circumstances for the 
proposed alterations of the boundaries of the Green Belt, to 
accommodate the level of development proposed? 
 

8. Would the proposed Green Belt boundaries be clearly defined and 
would they be likely to be permanent or capable of enduring beyond 
the Plan period? 

Inspector’s closing remarks 
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2.00pm Wednesday 28 September 2022  

 
Matter 4: Spatial Strategy and Distribution of Development 

 
 

Agenda 
 
Inspector’s opening announcements 
 
Matter 4 Spatial strategy and distribution of development policies 
S1-S4, H2, EC1-EC3, EN1-3    
 
Whether the Local Plan has been positively prepared and whether it is 
justified effective and consistent with national policy in relation to its 
policies dealing with its Vision and spatial strategy. 
 
1. The settlement hierarchy Topic Paper scores settlements and groups 

them into five tiers which provides the settlement hierarchy in the 
District. Is the methodology used robust and the outcomes accurate? Is 
the distribution of development between the tiers of settlements 
justified and how has it been established? 

 
2. Is the spatial strategy and settlement hierarchy as set out in Policy S1 

and the Key Diagram justified as an appropriate strategy, taking 
account of reasonable alternatives, and based on proportionate 
evidence?  

 
3. Is the strategy towards Modest Additions to Rural Villages within the 

Green Belt, which allows limited infilling in villages, justified by the 
evidence and consistent with NPPF 149e? 

 
4. Have settlement boundaries been defined in accordance with a clear 

and easily understood methodology that is consistently applied? 
 

5. Have all realistic options for the distribution of development within the 
District been identified and considered robustly in the formulation of 
the Plan? 

Inspector’s closing remarks 
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9.30am Friday 30 September 2022  

 
Matter 5: Vision/Spatial Strategy Policies 

 
 

Agenda 
 
Inspector’s opening announcements 
 
Whether the Vision and strategic policies S2 to S5 are positively prepared, 
justified, effective and consistent with national policy. 
 
Issue 1: General matters 

1. What is the justification for the Plan period of 2020 to 2037? If the Plan 
were to be adopted after 2022 would a modification be required in this 
regard? (see Inspector’s preliminary questions 21 and the Council’s 
response). 

Issue 2: Policy S2 Combatting the climate emergency 

1. Are the measures set out in part 1 of the policy aimed at reducing 
carbon emissions for new buildings, the redevelopment, refurbishment 
and retrofitting of existing buildings, justified and consistent with 
national policy? 

2. Are modifications to this policy required to ensure that part 2c is 
consistent with the PPG and NPPF 16(d)? 

Issue 3: Policy S3 Leatherhead Town Centre 

1. How was the strategic approach to development in Leatherhead as set 
out in policy S3 established?  

Issue 4: Policy S4 Dorking Town  

1. How was the strategic approach to development in Dorking as set out 
in policy S4 established?  

2. Are modifications to policy S4 required to ensure that part 2c is 
consistent with the PPG and NPPF 16(d)? In particular is part 4d, in 
relation to supporting the conversion of buildings or parts of buildings 
and infilling to create new dwellings, consistent with national policy in 
relation to new development in conservation areas? 

Issue 5: Policy S5 Retaining and investing in natural capital 

1. Are modifications to policy S5 required to ensure that part 2c is 
consistent with the PPG and NPPF 16(d)? 

	
Inspector’s closing remarks 
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2.00pm Friday 30 September 2022  

 
Matter 6: The Economy (Policies EC1-EC7) 

 
 

Agenda 
 
Inspector’s opening announcements 
 
Whether the Local Plan has been positively prepared and whether it is 
justified effective and consistent with national policy in relation to its 
approach to the economy. 
 

Issue 2: Policy EC1 Supporting the economy 

1. Is the Plan’s approach to support the regeneration of the town centres 
(Leatherhead and Dorking), protect local shopping centres, generally 
safeguard existing employment land, support windfall employment 
floorspace, the rural and visitor economy to meet the needs of 
businesses and promote the attractiveness of the District, justified by 
the evidence, taking account of the uncertain impacts of Brexit, 
restructuring in the retail sector and the Covid Pandemic? 

Issue 3: Policy EC2 Employment and business development  

1. Is the Plan’s approach to identify Strategic Employment Areas, 
safeguard land for employment uses (Classes E (selective), B2 and B8) 
and support their intensification, justified by the evidence? Should 
alternative uses be permitted within these designated areas?  

2. Would the protection of employment land outside Strategic 
Employment Areas strike the right balance between protecting 
employment land and specific uses and supporting economic growth?  

3. Is the interaction of this policy with policy EC4, in relation to the rural 
economy clear and unambiguous? 

4. Are modifications to this policy required, in the interests of soundness, 
to address the District’s relationship of the Gatwick Diamond economic 
area? 

Issue 4: Policy EC3 The urban economy  

1. In designating primary and secondary frontages within the town 
centres of Dorking and Leatherhead and restricting uses normally 
permitted within them, would it be consistent with national policy? 
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2. In seeking to provide protection for commercial, business and service 
uses in town or local shopping centres, would policy EC3 4 provide 
adequate flexibility to support the vitality and viability of those areas? 

3. Is the approach taken in policy EC3 5, to out of centre commercial, 
business and service proposals consistent with NPPF 87-88, in respect 
of a sequential test? Is the locally set threshold for impact assessment 
justified by the evidence? 

Issue 5: Policy EC4 The rural economy, Policy EC5 Sustainable 
leisure and tourism and Policy EC6 Agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry  

1. Do policies EC4, EC5 and EC6, together, strike the right balance 
between supporting rural based businesses and recognising the 
intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside? Are modifications 
necessary, in the interests of soundness, to ensure that policy EC4 1 is 
effective in achieving the above aim? 

Issue 6: Policy EC7 Equestrian and horse racing facilities  

1. Does policy EC7 1, in seeking to support equestrian and horse racing 
provide adequate protection for the landscape character of the Surrey 
Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or its setting against the 
adverse impacts of such development? 

2. Does policy EC7 2, provide appropriate support for new development 
which supports the racehorse training industry within the Racehorse 
Training Zone? Does it provide appropriate protection for existing 
facilities and adequately address the industry’s racehorse safety 
concerns in relation to traffic impacts of new development in the 
locality?  

 
Inspector’s closing remarks 
 


